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./ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
/ Auempt ALquestions.
,/ TheJigures in the margin indicate full Marks.
,/ Use af IS 456, IS I3920 are allowed. IS 456 SP-|6 is allowed to design column only.
/ Assume suitable data if necessory.

1. a) A rectangular R.C beam of size 230x350 mm overall is reinforced with 4-16 mm dia
bars at tension zone in bottom, determine the moment of resistance of that beam
section if the permissible stresses in concrete and steel does not to exceed 7.0 Mpa
and 140 Mpa respectively. Take Nominal cover to re-bar as 25 mm and m =13.33. l7l

Define anchorage bond and flexural bond stress. Prove that flexure bond stress is the

function of shear force (V) and Lo s 1.3$+ Lo at supply support end, where symbol
vu

have their usual meaning. t7l
With the help of neat sketch, describe the requirement for confining reinforcements in
RC columns for earthquake resistant design. t6]

A Reinforced concrete beam has an effective depth of 600 mm and a breadth of 400
mm. It contains 5 no of 25 mm dia bars out of which two bars are to be bent up at 45o

near end of the support. Calculate shear resistance of bent up bars and additional
stimrps needed if the factored shear force diagram is 250 kN at support and 0 ldti at
mid span of 6 m span beam. Use M20 grade steel and Fe 415 steel. tl4l
Describe the step-by'step procedure used for the design of RC bean subjected to shear
moment and torsion. t6l

A rectangular slab panel 5 m x 4 m (clear span) is continuous over three edges and
discontinuous over one short edge. The slab carries a florir finish of 1.20 KN/m2 and
live load of 4.0 KN/m'. Design the slab panel with detailing the top and bottom
reinforcements. Sketches the re-bar details clearly. The width of slab supported beam
as225 mm. Take M20 concrete and Fe 415 steel. t14l

Explain different category of limit state design witl necessary details. t6]

Determine the longitudinal and transverse reinforcement in bi-axialy loaded column

c)

2. a)

b)

3. a)

b)

4. a)
having a following parameters:

I{nsupported length of column:3.10 m

Size of cohunn = 500 mmx600 mm

Factored moment, Mux: 125 kN.m;

Factored load, pu = 1300 KN

Factored moment, Muy:200 KN.m

Use M25 concrete and Fe 500 steel. Take reinforcement in four side. Sketch
the details.

b) Describe the design procedure for mat foundation.

[1 5]

b)

*!F*
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L a) Explain how would you design shear reinforcements for flanged beam sections. t5l

b) A beam of rectangular section is 300mm wide and 500mm deep to the centre of
\v:, tensile reinforcement. It has to carry a dead load of 45 I'ii/m excluding its self weight.

Find the steel reinforcement required for the mid span section. The beam has a span of
7m. Use M20 concrete and Fe 415 steel. Effective covel to compression

[1s]steel:40 mm. Use limit state method.

2. a) Explain briefly ductile detailing requirements for beam and column with neat

sketches. t6l

b) Design a short RC column with following datas: t14l

Unsupported length = 3.0 m

Factored load, pu: 1550 kl.{

Factored moments: Mu* = 130 kN.m

t Muy= 90 kN.m

Size of cohllrut = 300x450 mm

Do ductile detailing for transverse steel.

v: 3. a) Differentiate between working stress and limit state methods. t5l

b) Design a restrained floor slab for a room 4mx5m in size to support a live load of
5 kl.[/m', with two adjacent sides discontinuous. Use M20 concrete and Fe415 grade

steel. Sketch the details of reinforcements. tlsl
4:. a)' Design an isolated fo.oting to support a square column of 400x400 mm. The column

(400x400mm) carries a service load of 1200 kN. The allowable soil pressure is
150 ld$/m'. Use M20 concrete and Fe415 grade steel. Unit weight of soil above
footing base = 1S kNI/m3. Necessary missing data assume suitably. t10l

b) A L-bedn of effective and flange width as 925 mm, effective depth as 450 mm, depth
of flange as 100 mm, breadth of rib as 250 mm is reinforced with 4-20 mm bars as

tension reinforcement and 3-16 mm dia bars as compression reinforcement. Find the
ultimate moment of resistance of the section at limit state of collapse. Use M20 grade

concrete mix and Fe415 grade steel. [10]
**rf
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^;;#;;;#;:{- Attempt f!! questions,

c) A rectangular R'C beam of size 250 mm x 5oo ma /o4!p^^rj___ .r t6l
A"torJ;h;;.fr,r"e of 1 r 0 KN ;Ti:99 ryJ"fftcrive depth) is subjected to ar;:?;:;":trii,::r"#1"'"*3i,'."{_i:,qiET'il',f :'.ry;i#ffi :t#i;

a) ;::il 
" 
;aj::,,::",:i"fb;,;-.-nr" 

;;iii#,ffi,::#*;?#froo:?;"?ars in 
rsl

3:Tfl:d::ifliiJll'::":::*:: l*: d::'"rrir":yr ror a room size or4 m x 5;l"Tff i?? tlfl xe ;::i*H tl ll}.fxfsiii t*: ruTdii:,tm; :$::,:Tf,l#,n.j:#j"#*ll,:i9ri,e',-::txffi#Hi*,:'ffi:x1;
ll,Tl.ifffiL*:,::i*T:.i'"T*{l';;;;fi "'"11'ffi #j'.?:["f,T$*f ::and development ler.rgth *. n"."rruil.

llslb) What is anchorage bond? Derive

notations.

the expression Losl.3f;+L", with usual

3' a) Explain the limit state of serviceability and its requiremrnt, in Rcc structure. Also 
[l+4J

list rhe different rypes or'spricing orreinro.ce;;;;; in Rc structure.

m is subjected 
[4+1]

to a factored axiar load of 1500 KI\i;;;t"#;";;gnts, M,* = rzirNm and Mu, =88 KNm' The ends of the column are effectiv.ty-t.ta in position but not restrainedagainst roration. Design tr',t roru*n iJi;;;il,it1al and i;;;;;.;;inforcemenrs,and skerch the details.lJse Iv{25 concrete #.'i,;ft grade rtr.i 
t15l4' a) Design a Qoting for a square column of size 350 mm x 350 mm reinforced with g-16mm dia' bars' The colunrn is subjectea t"lari"*d axiar road and rnoment of 1r00KN and 60 K]rllm' respectivelt'^f!. uilo*uur. ul*ig *pucity of soil is 150 KN/mzat a depth of 1'5 m' use xbo .contrrt"-*i"rl soo steer for fooring, and M30

fi :x'J,ff 
"ffi';l}!;ijr?icorurnn.A'il;;Jt*"*o"n"i,,li,,.,;ur..sr<etcrr

.cc staircase. 
[14]

Also define the effective span for starrcase-

x** [5+1]
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l. a) Find the moment of resistance of a RCC beam 250 mm wide and 500 mm effective
depth if it is reinforced with 3-16 mm dia bars. The permissible stresses for concrete
and steel are given as 7 MPa and 230 MPa. The value of modular ratio is taken as

t6l13.33.

b) Find the ultimate moment resisting capacity of a beam as shown in figure. Consider
M 20 and Fe415 grade ofconcrete and steel. I14]

. 2250 mm u

250 mm
450 mm

4-25 mm 0

a) Design and detail an interior pannel of a slab resting on RCC beams on all sides for a
room having clear dimensions of 4.5m*6.5rn. The slab is subjected to a
super-imposed live load of?tKN/m2 and floor finishes load of 2.5 KN/m2. Take M20

concrete and Fe4l5 steel. U5]
b) What is ductility? What are the significances of ductility in RC structures? [2+31

a) Design the longitudinal reinforcements to be provided for a short column 400x500
mm subjected to following forces: [5]

Pu: 1600 KN

Mu*:20.0 KN-m

fuIuv 150 KN-m

Use M25 concrete and Fe415 steel ,, 
- \hstapod<-A d+l€h+{^ -- 1rv\b) Discuss the methods of crack control as pel 15456-2000 in RC structures. t5l

4. a) Design an isolated footing for a square column 450 mmx 450 mm, reinforcement with
8-20 dia bars and carrying a service load of 1600 KN. Assume bearing capacity of soil
as 250 KN/m2 and depth of foundation as 1.5 m. Adopt M20 concrete and Fe 500
steel. Also check the development length and bearing stress in concrete. .[4]

b) What do you understand by idealized stress-strain diagram of concrete and steel bar?
Draw idealized stress-strain diagrams. Define characteristics strength of concrete and

2.

steel.

**rF
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1.

Sabiect:, O-Jlg-of nCC-ryl1clgtg (cE7!?) *
candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable'

AttemPt All questions'

The fiflires in the iorgin indicate'{U!l'Marks'
';;'i;;;;;;, is qsi, Fs I8s3' Is I3e2o and sP

)tti*" surtable data if necessary'

16 are allowed to use'

a) Find shear reinforcement requiredqt 
rJk.io to design sF of 25oKN'

ttt.l'

shown in frgure below' Beam is

r"O f.SoO fade of concrete and
t6l

for a beam as

Consider M25

7200 mm

b)AsimplysupportedRCCbeamofeffectivesp?n5.,5meterandoveralldimensions
230mmx550nim is subjected.t";#il;o'"d toua oi jo rNlt" excluding its self

weight. Design the_be1m ror rimit ilie^oi"col1up'" in flexu'"' Also check whether the

beam is safe In deflection or not' Adopt mild t*po'*t tondition and use Fe 415 steel'

Take effective cover to re'bars as 50 mm' 
'" -". "*-- 

-- rL 
t14l

2.a)Arectangularslabpanel.5.5mx4'0m(clearspan)iscontinuousoverthreeedgesand
discontinuous over bne short-e1gr. jnt slab ii to rest on 250mrn wide beam' The slab

is subjected;1i;; ioud or 5Kli;t;Jnoo' nnitrt"t ioua of 1'0 KN/#' Design the

slab. sketch the arrange*"nt or 
"i"forcement 

ba's ut support and mid span separately

with torsional re-bars. check *rr",rrr, ,rre sectioi rurirrr". the deflection criteria'

(Check fo' J'* *d development len$h not necessary) t15l

b)whylimitstatemethodisbetterthanworkingstressmdthod.Explaininbrief.t5]
3. a) Design tlre longitudinal and transverse reinfolcements to be provided for a short

column or*ir"Ts.mx45cm ,.u:lr,.Ji" the following forces' [15]

Factored a,<ial ioad Pu = 1800 KN

Factored moment Mu* = 175 KN-m

n":tf,:*"*f'Y;f#tlitfl&", on two sides' use M25 concrete and Fe500

;ittf. Unt"PPorted length: 3'1 m

DefinethetermductilityinRCdesign.Drawaneatsketchofabeam-columnjoint [1+4]
including ductile details'

ExplainhowaRCstructuralmembersubjectedtorsion,shearforceandbending t6l

fr:ffltJi t:',?[T'-'t!feurar,f:T'19 r:1 1 :o]* or.size 300mmx400mm' rhe

column is reinforcei S-tO ** dia b'arJwith M25 concrete' The solumn is carrying a

factored axial loadii izoo KI'i and the factored moment of 120 KN-m' sketch the

details of designed ,.lirrfor""*enls in pi* t"a sections' Also check the bearing stress

and development lenglh required. Ad;t M20 grade concrete for footing' Grade of

, , r :^ D^^1{ Acsrrme bearing;#i* ;;;ii: ZOO fNtm2 atI.25 below GL' [14]
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1. a)

b)

2. a)

b)

3. a)

b)

4. a)

b)

State all the possible safety and requirements of limit state and define limit state of
strength and serviceability.

Design a rectangle footing to carry a column load of 1150 kN and BM of 250 kN-m
from 600x600 mm square column with the 20 mm diameter longitudinal steel. The
bearing capacity of soil is 200 kN/m2. Consider depth of foundation as 1.5 m. Take
unit weighi of earth is 17 kN/nr3. Use M20 concrete and Fe 415 steel.

How do you consider earthquake loads while designing RCC structures? Explain
briefly.

Design a slab for a room of size 3.6 m x 4.2 mprevented uplifting by walls (230 mm
thipk) loads for a intermediate storey of a residential building. Use M20 grade of
concrete and Fe 415 grade of steel. Sketch the reinforcements. Carry out all nrcessary
checks require in slab design. T'ake live load = 3kN/m2, floor finish: I kN/m2.

Derive the formulal-o S +. Lo, where the symbols have their usual meanings.

Determine the longitudinal and transverse reinforcements in a short rectangular
column subjected to a factored axial load of 2000 k},l and factored moment Mu* about
major ucis of 190 kN-m and M* about minor axis of 95 kN-m. The size of the
column is 300 mmx500mm and the unsupported length of 3 m. Adopt M30 concrete
and Fe 500 grade steel.

Explain with the help of sketches the requirements on reinforcement detailing in
beams to ensure suffrcient ductilily.

A L-beam has a flange of effective width 900 mm and depth of 100 mm. The web
below is 250 mmx500 mm. Determine the amount of reinforcement required for the
cross-section if it has to caffy a factored bending moment of 615 kN-m and SF of 50
kN. Adopt M20 concrete mix and Fe 500 grade steel.

rt {. {.

t16l

t4l

t4l

t16l

t4I

tl6l

t6I

ll4l
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r' Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
/ Attempt All questions.
/ Thefigures in the margin indicate Full Marks.y' Assume suitable data if necessary.
r' Use of IS: 456-2000; IS 1893 and SP l6 are allowed. But, use of SP 16 is allowed anly for

column design.

Using working stress method, design a rectangular section 300 mm width and 450 mm
height carrying 3OKNlm load in the effective span 3.6m. Use mild steel and M20 grade

of concrete. t4I

Enlist and make sketch of three kind of mechanical splices. t21

Design a short rectangular column of size 450mmx300mrn and unsupported lengh 3 m
subjected to an axial ultimate load of l500KN and ultimate moments lSOKNm and
80KNm a long major and minor axes respectively. Adopt M30 grade of concrete and
Fe500 grade of steel. Sketch the l'inal design. [4]
Write down the steps of design of a beam subjected to BM, SF and Torsion. t4l

Design slab of a room of size 6.5mx4rn for a live load of 4.5 KN/m2 and floor finish of I
KN/m' of slab are rigidly fixed with beam. Take width of beam 230 mm. Use M20
concrete and TMT bars. Draw top and bottom reinforcement detailing with sections.
Cany out all checks required for slab design. [16]

Write provisions of ductile detaiiing of column with neat sketches. t6l

Design an isolated footing to carry a column load of 1300 KN and BM of 100 KN-m
from both axes of column. Column is 500 mmx500mm in size with 25 mm diameter
longitudinal steel. The bearing capacity of soil is 220 KN/m2. Consider depth of
foundation as 1.70 m. Take unit weight of soil as 18.5 KN/m3. Use M25 grade concrete
and Fe4l5 steel. t14l

2- a)

b)

3. a)

b)

b)

c)

4. a) Discuss in detail the working stress method versus limit state..rnethod of design with their
respective advantages and disaclvantages. Compare balance, under reinforcement and

over reinforced sections in limit state and working stress design methods. t8l

b) A RC beam 300 mmx 500 mm is reinforced with 5-25 mm bars in tension and 5-12 mm
bars in compression each at a clear cover of 25 mm. If effective span of the beam is 4.30
m. find the moment of resistance of the beam at ultimate state. Use M25 concrete and Fe

415 grade steel. U21
***
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1. a) Explain different types of design methods used in Reinforced concrete structure
design.

b) A column of 4 m length with both ends fixed and effectively held in position is
subjected to a design a:<ial load of 1000 KN and factored bending moment of 100

KN-m. Design the rectangular column with its longitudinal and transverse
reinforcements.

2. a) 'A floor consists of 125 mm thick RC slab, integrally connected with the beam as

shown in figure below. Design an intermediate beam for BM and deflection if the
floor is subjected to live load of 4 KN/m2 and floor finishes of 0.7 KN/m2.

One brick

thick wall
Beam

t6l

[14]

t10l

5

* 4l(-4ntr _

b) Find the shear resisting sapacity af_a_ry_clqn_gular beam of 300 mm x 500 mm at the
section of bent up bar. Angle of inclination of bent up baFis 45o. Consider M20 and
Fe4l5 grade ofconcrete and steel. tl0]

8mm 0 @150 mm c/ctwo legged verticalstirrups

25mm 0 4-25mm 0
.1i

3. a) Explain in details all design steps of R.C.C mat foundation design.

b) RC slab of the floor of a residential building is subjected to live load of 3 KN/m2 and

floor finishes of 1 KN/m2. Design the slab panel 2 for BM and SF. Draw neat sketches
of slab showing top and bottom arrangements of reinforcing bars. t

t6l

u4I

tl4l
t6I

One brick
thick wall 2x3 \

2x5m
Flosr Plen

4. a) Design the isolated footing of a column of 350 mm x 500 mm. Column is subjected to
design adal load of 2000 KN and design BM of 80 KN-m. Allowable bearing
capacitybf soil is equal to 175 KN/m2.

b) What are the ductility requirement for beam, column and joints of R.C.C structures?

\
\

1 2

4 3
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087 'A",'d _ 0.87 f ".0or L, = -;:. The symbols have their usual

*

I

I 1 a) Prove that S, =

b)

2. a)

b)

3. a)

b)

4. a)

vs

t5lmeamngs.

A beam of 6m span is simply supported and carrfng 24 kN/m live load and 3 kN/m
dead loads excluding self weight. The beam is made of M20 concrete and Fe415 steel.
Design the beam. Shear design is not required. [15]

Discuss briefly Limit State of Serviceability conditions. I5l
Determine the reinforcement in a biaxially loaded column with the following

[15]parameters:

Size of column:400mm x 600mm
Factored load, Pr: 1500 kN
Factored moment, Mu*:300 kNm
Factored moment, Muy:200 kltlm I '

Assume M25 concrete and Fe 415 steel.

Explain about detailing of reinforcement in staircases. t5]

Design a reinforced concrete rectangular footing for a square column of size

450mm x 450mm, which is subjected to an axial load of 1650 kN and uni-axial
moment of 24A kNm at service state. Consider allowable bearing capacity of soil as

120 kN/m2. Show design summary and reinflorcement detailing with neat sketch. t15l

What do you understand by splicing of bars? Write down the prirnary conditions for
the application of splicing in reinforced concrete structures. t5]

Design a two-way slab resting on RCC beams on all sides for a room having clear

dimensions of 4m x 6m. The slab is subjected to a super-imposed live load of
2.5 kN/m2 and floor finishes (screeds and flooring) load of 2.75 kN/m2. Take M20
concrete grade and Fe415 steel grade [15]

Draw idealized stress-strain curve for both steel and concrete and discuss on the

design value ofstresses. t5l

A rectangular beam 180mm x 400mm is prestressed by a cable with an eccentricity of
75mm above the centroid at the supports and an eccentricity of 50mm below the

centroid at the mid-span. kritial pr"rtr.s is 900 N/mm2 and area of the cable is
500mm2. Calculate the prestressing force at the other end of the beam if its span is

'10m. Assume p : 0.50 and K : 0.0016/m [i 5]

**i.

I

I

I

i

i

i
I

I

i
li
li

!

ili'
ii
;

ii
\L

b)

5. a)

l1

b)
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1. a) What is the differenqe between working stess method and limit state method?
Explain with stess and skain diagrams. t5l

b) 'Design a simply supported. rectangular beam with the effective span of 7m.. The size
of beam is required to be limited to 300mm x 700mm. Design shear rei.iiforcement
also. Take a live load of 70 kN/m. Usb M20 concrete and Fe4li grade steel. t15l

2. The floor slab system of a two-storeyed building is shown in figure. The slab system is
supported on 250mm wide beam as shown. Assuming a floor finish.load of 1 KN/m2 and
a live load of a KN/82,'design and detail the slab panel # 1 aS indicated iii the floor plau'
Also check whether the section satisfies the deflection criteria. (Check for shear and
development length not required). The torsional reinforcement should be designed. Use '

Fe415 steel. Assume mild exposure conditions. 112+4+41

4.0m

3.0m
* The clear size of
panel# 1is 3.0xx5.0m
.as shown.

25Omm
* Width ofbeam:
25Omm

3. a)

b)

4: a)

'Explain the concept of design of a staircase. Show the detailing.of reinforcement of
straight flight in plan and section.

Deterrrine the reinforcement equal in all sides of a biaxially loaded column with the

following parameters.

Size of column:400mm x 500mm
Factored load, Pu : i2001d'{,
Factored moment Mu, 212OkNm,
Factored moment M,T: 100 l${m.
M20 concrete and Fe 415 steel.
d,/D:0.15for'bgthaxeS.'-..*....",,.::-:,.
Explain how air RC strucfural fiember subjected td torsibn, shear'foite andbendiirg'
moment is designed by IS code m'ethod.

t5l

[1s]

-,I

Panei # I

t6l
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Subiect: of Reinforced Concrete Sffucture

,/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

I Attempt any W.questtons.{ Thefigres in the margtn indtcate Full Marks.
r' Wi oits: 456, IS 134i are alloweilJs 456 SP-|6 is allowed to design column only.
{ Assume suitable data if necessary.

I 1. a)

b)

2. a)

b)

3. a)

b)

4. a)

b)

What is the difference between the limit state method fro working sfiess method of
design.

A RC beam has an effective depth of 45cm and breadth of 30cm. It contains 5-20mm

dia mild steel bars, out of which 2-20mm dia bars are curtailed at a section where

shear force at service load is l00KN. Design the shear reinforcement if the concrete is
M20.

How the deflection can be controlled in a beam, explain it in brief.

A beam is sirnply supported on two walls of width 250mm with a clear span of 6m. If
the beamhave to support l50mm deep slab and live load of intensity 3 KN/m', design
a T-beam. The bearn is spaced at 4 m c/c. Take M20 concrete and Fe415 steel. Design
for shear is not required.

How the bent-up bars contibute in shear strength of beam, explain it.

Design a roof slab for a room 6mx3.5m reshained on all four sides bybeams. It has to
support super imposed load of 4 KN/m2. Take M20 concrete and Fe250 steel.

Describe the steps for desigri of a rectangular RC footing. Why shear reinforcement is
not provided in footing?

Design a rectangular column supporting an axial load of 1200KN along with a
bending mornent of 150 KN-m at working loads. Use M25 concrete mix, Fe4l5 steel
and the section reinforced equally distpibuted on two sides only.

What are the differences between load balancing approach and homogeneous beam
concept? Explain it.
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5. a)

b) Compute the net initial and final concrete stresses in the extreme top and bottom
fibres at the mid span of a beam, which *" i5" wide and 30cm deep on a span of
8m. The beam is to support a dead load of 8 KN/m and live load of 6 KN/m. The
beam is prestressed with a final force of 700 KN at an eccentricity of 7.5cm. Loss
may be assumed as lSYo.

***
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Subject: - Design of Reinforced Concrete Stnrctures

r' CandidateS are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
/ Attetnpt any Foul;,questions.
{ Thefigures tn the margin indicate Full Marks.
r' IS 456, IS 1343 and SP|6 are allowed to use.
r' Notutions gtven are of usual meaning.y' Assume suitable data if necessary.

1. a) ril/rite the characteristics of steel reinforcing bars used in the reinforced concrete
stnrctures.

b) Design a simply supported reinforced concrete beam of rectangular section at limit
state of collapse in flexure and shear. The beam is subjected to a design load of 45
KN/m (incltrding self weight). Clear span of the beam is 6m. Take M20 grade of
concrete and Fe415 steel as the materials ofbearn.

2. a) Show that L,a < 1.3 M / Vu + 1o

Whor, k - Required development of reinforceme,lrt
M1 - Moment resisting capacrty of flexure mernber
Vu - Design shear force
h - Additional anchorage length of reinforcrng bar

b) A reinforced concrete column of size 600mmx400mm with &t = 8-28mm diameter is
subjected to Mu* = 350 KN-m, Mu, = 50 KN-m and Pu:2000KN. Check whether the
column is safe for above combination of load and bending mome,nts. Take M20 and
Fe415 grades of concrete and steel respectivel and the effective cover to reinforcing
bar 60nm.

3. a) What is the principle of sufficient stiffrress method to contol deflection? How the
deflection of RC flexure member is conholled by this method.

b) Design a simply supported RC slab of 4mx6m at limit state of collapse in flexure.
Arrange the designed reinforcing bars and draw a neat sketch of slab showing
arangement of top and bottom reinforcements.

Take, Live load =4 KN/m2 Floor finish: I KN/m2
. Grade of concrete = M20 Grade of steel reinforceme,nt: Fe500

4. a) Design a RC concrete spread footing of a RC wall having 4m length and 300mn
width. Total load on wall is equal to 1000KN at service state. Take M20 and Fe4l5
grades of concrete and steei respectively, and safe bearing capacity of soil =
I5OKN/m2.

b) Explain how a RC structural member subjected to torsion" shear force and bending
moment is designed by IS code method.

5. a) A rectangular beam of 200mm wide and 375mm deep has an effective span 9m. The
prestressing cable has a triangular profile with zero eccennicity at ends and 75mm at

mid span. The effective prestressing force is 800KN after all loss. Determine
mucimum value of conce,lrtated load that the beam can support at mid span.

b) Write down design steps for the design of RL long column of unbraced frame.
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of Reinforced Concrete

r' Candidates are required to give their ariswers in their own words as far as practicable.
r' Aaempt any Four questions.

t Thefigures in the margin tndicate F?t! Marks.
/ Assiie missing data if necessary W*plying to IS: 456-2000.

Use of IS: 456-2000, IS: 1343 and SP 16 are allowed..But, use of SP-16 is allowed only
for column design.
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1. a)

b)

2. a)

b)

c)

3. a)

'b)

4. a)

A ^reinforced concrete column of a moment resisting frame has its cross section
4&n x 600mm and effective height 3.6m. The column has to carry loading
combination of dead load, live load and moment due to wind load. The computed
dead load and live load on co{umn are2501t{, and 100 kl.{ respectively, whereas the
induced hsrizontal load on column due to wind load is 5 kI.I/m. Calculate loading
values for all possible loading combinations as pei IS 456.

The moment of resistance of a rectangular reinforced concrete beam section travrng
width b mm and overall depth D mm is 0.85bd2. The stresses in the extreme fiber of
the concrete; and in the steel are not to exceed 7 N/mm2 and 140 N/mm2 reppectively
and the modular ratio equals to 18.33. Determine the ratio between the depth of
neutral axis from the compressibn.fiber and the effective depth of the beam. The bearn
is reinforced for tension side only,

State all the possible safety and serviceability limit states to be considered in the
design by Limit State Method.

Design an isolated square footrng foundation of uniform. thickagtt 1'ot a
400mm x 400mn column subjected to an a"xial load of 600 kI.I and a moment of 50
l<Nm at service state. Consider bearing capagrty of soil as 150 li{/m'z 4nt concrete
grade M20 and steel grade Fe415

Draw idealized stress-sfuain curve for both steel and conorete and discuss on tl.re

design values of skesses
'Write down the procedure for design of shear reinforcement. Also explain how the
isolated footings are designed under punching shear?

Design the reinforcement required for a simple rectangular beam having effective
span length of 6m. The beam is carrying 8 KN/m load from 120mm thick slab.

Consider the width of beam 250mm and overall depth of beam to bb +S0mm. For
loading calculation, consider live load on floor: 5 kN/m, floor finish: 3 kN/m,
partitionwall: 10 kNim. M20 concrete andFe4l5 steel are used.

A concrete beam of 20m span, 200mm wide and 500mm deep is pre-stressed using a
cable with cross sectional area of 25omm2. The gablg4rofile is parabolic with an

eccentricity of 100mm above the centroid of the sEction at the end supports and

100mm below at the mid span. If the cable is tensioned from one ertd only, estimate

the percentage loss of pre-stess in the cable due to the effects of friction. Consider

r15/m. Use the parabolic profile of th. 
"u*Ju. 

y =#x(/ -x).
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b)

5. a)

b)

I

What do you trnderstand by curtailment'of tension steel in simple beams? Show by
illustrating aneat sketch t8l

Compare the factor of safety used in Working Stress Method and Partial Safety Factor
used in Limit State Method for concrete and steel. t4]

Differentiate among the balanced, under reinforced and over reinforced section in a
reciangular reinforced boncretb sbction in limit state method with corresponding strain
diagram. t8l

OR

Detemtine the moment of resistancd of the section shown in figure below.
Take o"6" : 7 N/mm2 and Gs: 140 N/mm2. t8]

200Omm

1,,,,"

},.-

25Omm

c) Design a square shaped reinforced concrete coiumn that has to carry ultirirate factored
load of 800 kN inclusive of live load, at an eccentricity of 80mm in both X and Y
directions. Use concrete grade M20 and steel grade Fe4l5.
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